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and Reducing Shadow Reserves 
Effectively   

Financial sanctions are key in enforcing restrictions on Russian 
energy exports – in particular the G7/EU oil price cap regime –, 
due to financial institutions’ critical role in cross-border transac-
tions. While the energy sanctions regime is having an impact on 
export earnings and budget revenues, evidence for potentially 
widespread violations is also emerging. Moreover, favorable exter-
nal dynamics have allowed Russia to accumulate substantial 
assets abroad – “shadow reserves” –, which need to be kept out of 
reach of the regime.

 – Task central banks and supervisory authorities with the identifi-
cation of Russian foreign assets to ensure that funds cannot be 
used to widen monetary and fiscal policy space.

 – Limit channels for energy-related transactions to improve 
transparency.

 – Strengthen documentation requirements for financial institu-
tions within the price cap regime to allow for more effective 
implementation and enforcement.

 – Punish sanctions violators through their reliance on the interna-
tional financial system.

 – Address loopholes in the sanctions regime, including, possibly, 
through the strategic and limited use of secondary sanctions.
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ENERGY SANCTIONS: WHAT 
WORKS AND WHAT DOESN’T

Complex Market Intervention Shows Some Results
Sanctions on Russian oil exports are one of the most 
complex interventions into global energy markets 
ever undertaken in the area of economic statecraft. 
Two focal measures deserve particular attention: 1) 
With its sixth sanctions package in June 2022, the EU 
established embargoes on Russian crude oil and oil 
products, which took effect in December 2022 and 
February 2023, respectively.1 (2) The G7/EU price 
caps reconciled the intention to keep Russian oil on 
the market – and thus prevent rising global prices 
– with the objective of limiting the country’s export 
earnings and fiscal revenues, after policy makers had 
rejected alternative proposals such as a customs tar-
iff on Russian oil.2 The EU introduced exemptions to 
its embargo that allow Western shipping and mar-
itime insurance companies to remain engaged in 
trade with Russian oil as long as the price remains 
below the cap. The price caps took effect coinciding 
with the respective embargoes.

Several months after the policy’s initial implemen-
tation, evidence emerged that the sanctions regime 
was showing some results.3 First, Russian oil large-
ly remained on the market and global prices did not 
increase after the embargo took effect. On the con-
trary, since the announcement of the policy in July 
2022, prices have come down substantially. Second, 
sanctions have created diverging dynamics in dif-
ferent segments of the Russian oil market. Where 
previously dominant European customers essen-
tially disappeared and were replaced by Indian buy-
ers (e.g., exports from Baltic and Black Sea ports), 
demand conditions changed dramatically, result-
ing in sharply lower prices. Where the embargo did 
not have any noticeable effect on the customer base 
(e.g., exports from Pacific Ocean ports), prices did 
not come under additional pressure compared to 
North Sea Brent in the post-embargo/price cap pe-

1   The UK’s embargo on crude oil and oil products took effect on December 31, 2022, while the United States and Canada had prohibited such imports 
already in March 2022.

2   See for example, Ricardo Hausmann et al., “How to weaken Russian oil and gas strength,” Science 376 (April 2022), pp. 469-469:  
https://www.science.org/doi/10.1126/science.abq4436 (accessed May 16, 2023).

3   See Hilgenstock et al., “Russian Oil Exports under International Sanctions,” KSE Institute (April 26, 2023): https://kse.ua/wp-content/
uploads/2023/04/Russian_Oil_Exports_under_International_Sanctions_23Q1_UPDATE26042023.pdf (accessed May 16, 2023).

4   See the Russian Ministry of Finance, “Сведения о формировании и использовании дополнительных нефтегазовых доходов федерального бюджета 
в 2018-2023 году” [Information on the formation and use of additional oil and gas revenues of the federal budget in 2018-2023], (May 4, 2023): 
https://minfin.gov.ru/ru/document?id_4=122094-svedeniya_o_formirovanii_i_ispolzovanii_dopolnitelnykh_neftegazovykh_dokhodov_federalnogo_
byudzheta_v_2018-2023_godu (accessed May 16, 2023).

5   As with all data from official Russian sources, we recognize that reliability is potentially in question. However, in the context of a broad range of 
indicators that are still available from Russian and other sources – including energy export statistics, utilization of the NFW, and domestic debt 
issuance –, we believe that fiscal data is consistent with overall dynamics as we see in KSE Institute, “KSE Institute Russia Chartbook BOP and Budget 
under Pressure,” (April 2023): https://kse.ua/wp-content/uploads/2023/04/Chartbook_April2023.pdf (accessed May 16, 2023).

6   See Hilgenstock et al. (see note 4).

riod. Discounts for Russian oil have led to a signifi-
cant drop in export earnings. In Q1 2023, the country 
exported USD 38.8 billion worth of crude oil and oil 
products – a 29% decline vs. Q4 2022. Fiscal reve-
nues have also taken a major hit. According to Rus-
sia’s Ministry of Finance, total federal government oil 
and gas revenues dropped by 52% in January-April 
2023 compared to the same period in 2022.4 Togeth-
er with sharply higher spending due to the war, this 
increased the budget deficit substantially.5

Evidence for Sanctions Violations Emerges
While measures targeting Russian energy exports, in 
particular crude oil and oil products, have had a no-
ticeable impact, evidence for potentially widespread 
violations of the price cap regime is emerging. Spe-
cifically, substantial amounts of Russian crude oil are 
being transported from the critical Pacific Ocean 
port of Kozmino with the participation of Western 
shipping service providers and are being sold above 
the G7/EU price cap threshold.6

In the first quarter of 2023, roughly 50% of total ex-
ports from Kozmino involved companies that fell 
under the price cap regime – largely maritime in-
surance providers (see Figure 1). At the same time, 
not only were average export prices around USD 
73/barrel, a closer look at their distribution shows 
that 96% of the total volume was priced above the 
cap level of USD 60/barrel. While connecting specif-
ic export transactions with ship tracking information 
has proven difficult – and differences in data cover-
age may partially explain discrepancies –, some con-
clusions can be drawn. If we assume conservatively 
that shipments for which prices cannot be identi-
fied were in compliance with the price cap regime; 
and if we assume further that these – as well as vol-
umes priced below the cap – involved Western ser-
vice providers, this leaves roughly 26 million barrels 
with prices above USD 60/barrel transported on G7/
EU-owned or -insured vessels.

https://kse.ua/wp-content/uploads/2023/04/Russian_Oil_Exports_under_International_Sanctions_23Q1_UPDATE26042023.pdf
https://kse.ua/wp-content/uploads/2023/04/Russian_Oil_Exports_under_International_Sanctions_23Q1_UPDATE26042023.pdf
https://minfin.gov.ru/ru/document?id_4=122094-svedeniya_o_formirovanii_i_ispolzovanii_dopolnitelnykh_neftegazovykh_dokhodov_federalnogo_byudzheta_v_2018-2023_godu
https://minfin.gov.ru/ru/document?id_4=122094-svedeniya_o_formirovanii_i_ispolzovanii_dopolnitelnykh_neftegazovykh_dokhodov_federalnogo_byudzheta_v_2018-2023_godu
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The existing attestation regime7 does not allow for 
an effective enforcement of the price cap, even when 
it comes to these G7/EU-owned or insured vessels. 
Specifically, price cap regulations identify shipown-
ers and maritime insurance providers as so-called 
Tier 3 actors, and these companies are thus only 
required to obtain and retain attestations in which 
their customers declare that they have not pur-
chased the cargo above the cap.8 They do not have 
to acquire any supporting evidence and are gener-
ally not considered in breach of the price cap – even 
if a sanctions violation took place – as long as they 
acted in “good faith.”9 While it is understandable that 
policy makers wanted to avoid creating onerous re-
quirements that would render the system unwork-
able, or could have driven G7/EU service providers 
out of the Russian oil trade, this has turned out to be 
a key weakness of the price cap regime.

7   The price cap regime relies on a “recordkeeping and attestations process that allows each party in the supply chain of seaborne Russian oil to 
demonstrate or confirm that oil has been purchased at or below the price cap” (see, for example, European Commission, “Guidance on Russian oil price 
cap,” April 2023: https://finance.ec.europa.eu/system/files/2023-03/guidance-russian-oil-price-cap_en.pdf (accessed May 16, 2023)). Actors who 
have direct access to price information in the ordinary course of business (e.g., commodities brokers and traders, “Tier 1”) should “retain and share, as 
needed, documents that show that seaborne oil was purchased at or below the price cap.” Actors who are sometimes able to request and receive price 
information from their customers in the ordinary course of business (e.g., financial institutions and customs brokers, “Tier 2”) should “when practicable, 
(…) request, retain, and share, as needed, documents that show that seaborne Russian oil was purchased at or below the price cap.” “When not 
practicable to request and receive such information, Tier 2 actors should obtain and retain customer attestations in which the customer commits to not 
purchase seaborne Russian oil above the price cap.” Actors who do not have direct access to price information in the ordinary course of business (e.g., 
insurers, re-insurers, shipowners, and ship management companies, “Tier 3”) should “obtain and retain customer attestations in which the customer 
commits to not purchase seaborne Russian oil above the price cap.”

8   European Commission (see note 8).

9   Except for the UK where civil penalties for price cap violations are invoked on a strict liability basis. See OFSI’s guidance: HM Treasury, Office of Financial 
Sanctions Implementation, “UK Maritime Services Ban and Oil Price Cap Industry Guidance,” April 2023: https://assets.publishing.service.gov.uk/
government/uploads/system/uploads/attachment_data/file/1149436/OFSI_Industry_Guidance_-_Maritime_Services_Ban___Oil_Price_Cap_-_
April_2023.pdf (accessed May 16, 2023).

THE (SHADOW) RESERVES 
CHALLENGE

Energy sanctions violations are a critical issue, but 
so is the Russian regime’s access to considerable for-
eign assets and their utilization to improve macro 
stability and finance the war. This touches upon two 
key dimensions: (1) official reserve assets that Russia 
had built up in recent years and that may or may not 
be immobilized by sanctions, and (2) “shadow” re-
serves accumulated abroad by Russian entities in the 
past fifteen months.

Uncertainty Surrounding Immobilized Reserves
Regarding pre-February 2022 reserves, which were 
above USD 640 billion, Ukraine’s allies imposed sanc-
tions on Russia’s central bank (CBR) and the country’s 
sovereign wealth fund (National Welfare Fund, NWF) 

Figure 1: Potential price cap violations in Q1 2023

Source: Equasis, Kpler, national authorities, authors’ calculations
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Figure 2: Estimated composition of official reserve assets
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early on. This included banning transactions with the 
two entities and freezing assets. Governments that 
imposed sanctions do not provide information on 
the affected funds. We have therefore used data from 
Russian authorities to estimate that roughly USD 320 
billion in foreign reserves (at current valuation) are 
immobilized, as they were – and presumably still are 
– held in the jurisdiction of the coalition imposing 
sanctions (see Figure 2). However, because CBR da-
ta on the currency and geographical composition of 
assets stems from December 2021, there is consider-
able uncertainty surrounding this number. It is quite 
possible that, while the CBR was likely not informed 
in detail about plans for the full-scale invasion, re-
serve managers were able to move assets right be-
fore sanctions took effect. 

It is essential for coalition authorities to improve 
transparency regarding frozen (or immobilized) as-
sets. Only then can agencies tasked with implement-
ing restrictions on the CBR and NWF reliably remove 
these assets from the Russian state’s reach.10 Fur-
thermore, while the initial measures to freeze Rus-
sian state assets may have effectively blocked part of 

10   Some limitations to the sanctions regime are inevitable. For instance, the National Welfare Fund was able to use euro-denominated assets in Q$ 
2023, although they are likely located in countries imposing sanctions, by selling them to the CBR (see Russian the Ministry of Finance, “Фонд 
национального благосостояния” [National Wealth Fund]: ’sNWF statistics: https://minfin.gov.ru/ru/perfomance/nationalwealthfund (accessed May 
16, 2023). However, as the central bank does not have access to these reserves either, it was not able to use them for sterilization purposes.

11   See Bank of Russia, “External Sector Statistics”: https://www.cbr.ru/eng/statistics/macro_itm/svs/ (accessed May 16, 2023).

12   Some of these flows could be Russia’s corporates transferring money abroad to their foreign-registered affiliated companies, rather than genuine non-
resident investor capital transfers amid severe capital controls and limitations on non-resident divestment from Russia. 

the reserve stocks, they did not address the issue of 
reserve flows. Continued current account surpluses 
and Russia’s success in recovering some of the arbi-
trage created by the price cap regime have allowed 
Russia to continue generating substantial flows. A 
lack of transparency regarding beneficial ownership 
structures of financial flows is the key issue that pol-
icy makers need to address.

Accumulation of Assets Abroad
Russia saw net financial account inflows to the tune 
of USD 283 billion last year, largely driven by a re-
cord-high current account surplus of USD 233 bil-
lion (see Figure 3). Soaring commodity prices and the 
delayed phasing-in of sanctions on key exports such 
as oil and gas were key factors behind this extraor-
dinary financial surplus.11 Other inflows consisted of 
returning resident capital and losses in official re-
serve assets. On the outflows side, close to USD 130 
billion in non-resident capital left the country as for-
eign investors withdrew and external liabilities were 
repaid.12 So, what happened to the current account 
surplus and the corresponding financial flows? The 
CBR is under sanctions and cannot conduct reserve 
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operations in dollars or euros, including on behalf of 
the Ministry of Finance.13 According to official bal-
ance of payments data, Russian entities – banks and 
corporates – accumulated new foreign assets to the 
tune of USD 147 billion in “other investments.” There 
are no further details of their composition available, 
aside from the information that  USD 79 billion of the 
total is comprised of loans and deposits.14

However, the amount could be even higher, as ques-
tions have emerged regarding the roughly USD 130 
billion in non-resident outflows.15 In any case, Rus-
sia accumulated substantial foreign assets in 2022 
– a development that will continue as the current 
account remains in surplus, albeit at a slower pace. 

13   Russia reinstated FX purchases under the fiscal rule in January 2023 following a ten-month suspension. See the Russian Ministry of Finance’s 
statement here., “О проведении операций на внутреннем валютном рынке в связи с формированием дополнительных/выпадающих 
нефтегазовых доходов федерального бюджета” [On conducting operations on the domestic foreign exchange market in connection with 
the formation of additional/decreased oil and gas revenues of the federal budget], Press release (January 11, 2023): https://minfin.gov.ru/ru/
press-center/?id_4=38331-o_provedenii_operatsii_na_vnutrennem_valyutnom_rynke_v_svyazi_s_formirovaniem_dopolnitelnykhvypadayushchikh_
neftegazovykh_dokhodov_federalnogo_byudzheta (accessed May 16, 2023).

14   Russia is facing some challenges regarding these assets, in particular when they are not held in dollars or euros. For instance, Foreign Minister Sergey 
Lavrov admitted recently that Russia cannot use substantial rupiah-denominated deposits it has in Indian banks. See Bloomberg, “Russia says it has 
billions of rupees that it can’t use,” The Economic Times (May 7, 2023): https://economictimes.indiatimes.com/news/international/world-news/russia-
says-it-has-billions-of-indian-rupees-that-it-cant-use/articleshow/100016953.cms (accessed May 16, 2023).

15   With capital controls in place for parts of 2022 and some extended into 2023 (seeAlexander Marrow and Elena Fabrichnaya, “Russia to extend capital 
controls amid continued economic pressure,” Reuters (March 2, 2023): https://www.reuters.com/markets/europe/russia-extend-capital-controls-amid-
continued-economic-pressure-2023-03-02/ (accessed May 16, 2023)here), FX supply limited, and the Russian government hindering disinvestment 
(see hereReuters, “Russia forces foreign firms to pay into budget as they leave,” Reuters (March 28, 2023): https://www.reuters.com/world/russia-
forces-foreign-firms-pay-into-budget-they-leave-2023-03-28/ (accessed May 16, 2023)), were foreign investors in fact able to withdraw capital of 
this magnitude? As far as the repayment of external debt is concerned, liabilities had fallen sharply in the post-2014 period as key Russian corporates 
could no longer borrow from abroad due to sectoral sanctions, leaving observers wondering where the capital came from that was, allegedly, repaid last 
year. For this debate, see for example Martin Sandbu,“Examining Russia’s unsanctioned cash pile,” Financial Times (, March 7, 2023):  
https://www.ft.com/content/ffb95231-0af0-465d-9b6b-1d9ea331818f (accessed May 16, 2023)..

16   For aAn excellent overview of how authoritarian kleptocrats are thriving on the West’s failures and how they can be stopped is found heresee Francis 
Shin and Ben Judah, “Authoritarian kleptocrats are thriving on the West’s failures. Can they be stopped?,” Report,, Atlantic council (, January 24, 2023): 
https://www.atlanticcouncil.org/in-depth-research-reports/report/authoritarian-kleptocrats-are-thriving-on-the-wests-failures-can-they-be-
stopped/. (accessed May 16, 2023).

While Russia recorded a surplus of only USD 18.6 bil-
lion in Q1 2023, 50% less than in Q4 2022, remaining 
foreign capital that could turn into outflows is also 
limited.

Lack of Transparency Facilitates Arbitrage Gains 
from Oil Trade
How can Russia take advantage of the lack of trans-
parency regarding beneficial ownership structures to 
capture some of the arbitrage in the oil market due 
to sanctions?16 Russian entities’ involvement in the 
transport of oil as well as in the refinery sector of 
foreign countries presents a major challenge if Russia 
can find channels to use the money for foreign ex-
change acquisition and government funding.

Figure 3: Russian balance of payments flows in 2022
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https://minfin.gov.ru/ru/press-center/?id_4=38331-o_provedenii_operatsii_na_vnutrennem_valyutnom_rynke_v_svyazi_s_formirovaniem_dopolnitelnykhvypadayushchikh_neftegazovykh_dokhodov_federalnogo_byudzheta
https://minfin.gov.ru/ru/press-center/?id_4=38331-o_provedenii_operatsii_na_vnutrennem_valyutnom_rynke_v_svyazi_s_formirovaniem_dopolnitelnykhvypadayushchikh_neftegazovykh_dokhodov_federalnogo_byudzheta
https://minfin.gov.ru/ru/press-center/?id_4=38331-o_provedenii_operatsii_na_vnutrennem_valyutnom_rynke_v_svyazi_s_formirovaniem_dopolnitelnykhvypadayushchikh_neftegazovykh_dokhodov_federalnogo_byudzheta
https://economictimes.indiatimes.com/news/international/world-news/russia-says-it-has-billions-of-indian-rupees-that-it-cant-use/articleshow/100016953.cms
https://economictimes.indiatimes.com/news/international/world-news/russia-says-it-has-billions-of-indian-rupees-that-it-cant-use/articleshow/100016953.cms
https://www.reuters.com/markets/europe/russia-extend-capital-controls-amid-continued-economic-pressure-2023-03-02/
https://www.reuters.com/markets/europe/russia-extend-capital-controls-amid-continued-economic-pressure-2023-03-02/
https://www.reuters.com/world/russia-forces-foreign-firms-pay-into-budget-they-leave-2023-03-28/
https://www.reuters.com/world/russia-forces-foreign-firms-pay-into-budget-they-leave-2023-03-28/
https://www.atlanticcouncil.org/in-depth-research-reports/report/authoritarian-kleptocrats-are-thriving-on-the-wests-failures-can-they-be-stopped/.
https://www.atlanticcouncil.org/in-depth-research-reports/report/authoritarian-kleptocrats-are-thriving-on-the-wests-failures-can-they-be-stopped/.
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Since the G7/EU introduced price cap(s), there have 
been major shifts regarding the transport of Russian 
oil, with new shipping companies emerging on the 
scene – and some of the new players are suspect-
ed of being linked to Russian entities.17 As the price 
cap(s) apply to so-called FOB (“free on board”) pric-
es, which exclude the cost of transportation and in-
surance, this could enable Russia to capture some 
of the spread to CIF (“cost, insurance and freight”) 
prices ultimately paid by buyers. What’s more, in 
some cases this spread may be inflated and, in ef-
fect, represent attempts to circumvent the price 
cap regime.18

For instance, Indian buyers paid an average FOB 
price of around USD 44/barrel in Q1 2023 for Rus-
sian crude oil (see Figure 4). The driving force be-
hind the sharp discount to North Sea Brent was the 
EU embargo, which led to a dramatic shift in de-
mand conditions in the segment of the market for 
Russian crude oil. Europeans, as the most important 
buyers, essentially disappeared – giving alternative 
customers considerable pricing power. At the same 
time, Indian customs data shows that the CIF price 
for crude oil imports from Russia in Q1 2023 stood 
at USD 70/barrel on average – creating a spread 
significantly wider than what should be expect-
ed based on the cost of transportation (despite the 
long distances). For the entire first quarter of 2023, 
this represents a value of USD 3.1 billion – a spread 
of USD 26/barrel applied to a volume of roughly 117 
million barrels.

On the face of it, this is exactly what the sanctions 
regime – consisting of embargoes and price caps – 
was intended to accomplish: create downward pres-
sure on prices for Russian oil exports and leave 
arbitrage outside of Russia’s reach. However, this 
only works if Russian entities cannot capture the 
discount. With their involvement in shipping, and 
potentially inflated spreads between FOB and CIF 
prices, this is in question. Of course, the huge arbi-
trage in the market for Russian oil also provides in-
centives for other types of side deals that could 
channel money to the original sellers. There is al-
so speculation that some of the trading companies  

17   See a report by Transparency International on what can be done to strengthen governance at the international maritime organization and improve 
overall transparency of the shipping industry: Lucas Amin et al., “Governance at the International Maritime Organisation,” Report, Transparency 
International (July 2, 2018): https://images.transparencycdn.org/images/2018_Report_GovernanceatIMO_English.pdf (accessed May 16, 2023).

18   Strictly speaking, inflated spreads between FOB and CIF prices could constitute a violation of the price cap as costs for shipping, freight, customs, and 
insurance must be invoiced “at commercially reasonable rates”. See, for instance, the EU’s guidance on the price cap by the European Commission (see 
note 8).

19   See Hubert Thieriot et al., “The Laundromat: How the price cap coalition whitewashes Russian oil in third countries,” CREAReport, Center for Research 
on Energy and Clean Air (, April 19, 2023): https://energyandcleanair.org/publication/the-laundromat-how-the-price-cap-coalition-whitewashes-
russian-oil-in-third-countries/ (accessed May 16, 2023).

involved in oil transactions may be connected to 
Russian entities, providing further opportunities to 
circumvent the price cap regime.

A related issue is the shift of refining from Russia to 
third countries. We know that purchases of Russian 
crude oil by China, India, and Turkey have picked up 
in recent months, while countries in Europe have 
stepped up product imports from these places.19 In 
a way, this is exactly what the sanctions regime at-
tempted to achieve: keep Russian crude oil on the 
global market to guarantee price stability while re-
ducing export earnings and fiscal revenues, including 
by removing the value added of the refining pro-
cess from the country. However, in some cases, Rus-
sian companies are (partial) owners of refineries in 
third countries – e.g., India’s Nayara, of which Rus-

Figure 4: Price for Russian crude oil  
exports to India in Q1 2023
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sia’s Rosneft owns 49%. The sanctions regime can 
still achieve its objectives in such cases – but only if a 
reshoring or, more broadly, channeling of money ac-
cumulated abroad to Russia’s war effort is prevented. 
Our proposals for sanctions below would make this 
more difficult.

Location of shadow reserves
Returning to the overall issue of foreign asset ac-
cumulation, or “shadow reserves,” there is no offi-
cial information on where these are located – and, 
thus, how easy or complicated their reshoring and 
use may be in practice. However, a closer look at the 
location of companies involved in Russian oil ex-
ports allows us to draw some conclusions. As far as 
the physical destination of shipments is concerned, 
there are essentially three: the European Union (in 
the form of pipeline oil and some seaborne exports 
exempt from the embargo), China, and India (see 
Figure 5). In terms of trading companies, the ini-
tial buyers in many cases, three additional countries 
play an important role: Hong Kong, Switzerland, and 
the UAE. Given existing sanctions – fairly compre-
hensive in the case of the EU and at least partial in 
the case of Switzerland –, it seems reasonable to as-

sume that assets are largely, albeit not exclusively, 
accumulated in four jurisdictions: China, India, Hong 
Kong, and the UAE.

USING FINANCIAL SANCTIONS 
FOR ENFORCEMENT

Financial sector sanctions could be an effective tool 
for stepping up implementation and enforcement of 
existing restrictions on Russian oil exports. The first 
key issue is to increase transparency so it is hard-
er for Russia to arbitrage the price difference be-
tween its export prices and international market 
prices in its own favor. The second key issue is to 
limit access to (shadow) reserves from previous oil 
and gas sales by identifying them and limiting their 
accessibility. Finally, bank supervisors and central 
banks should play a larger role in financial sanctions 
enforcement. 

We propose the following specific measures to im-
prove transparency with respect to energy trade-re-
lated financial flows as well as Russian holdings of 
foreign assets – and to limit the extent to which 

Figure 5: Composition of Russian crude oil export value in Q1 2023
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Russia can use energy-related export earnings to 
continue its war in Ukraine.

1. Identify reserve assets abroad. The current lo-
cation of Russia’s reserves is not public knowledge. 
The last available information is from December 2021 
from the CBR itself. Public disclosure of locations 
from Western authorities would increase transpar-
ency and make enforcement more credible. Sanc-
tioning countries should clearly identify Russia’s 
foreign assets held in their jurisdictions and ensure 
that they are effectively removed from the reach of 
Russian entities. Central banks and bank supervisory 
authorities should be clearly mandated to request in-
formation from all financial institutions in their ju-
risdiction to establish and disclose Russian ownership 
of assets.20 

2. Investigate shadow reserves. While sanctions may 
have effectively immobilized a substantial share of 
Russia’s pre-war reserve stocks, they did not immo-
bilize new flows. We have shown that at least USD 
150 billion in new foreign assets were accumulated 
in 2022. Furthermore, we identified several avenues 
through which Russian entities could circumvent the 
energy sanctions regime, including the lack of dis-
closure of the beneficial ownership of companies 
involved in the oil trade on several levels. It is criti-
cal for coalition countries to use all available tools to 
identify the geographic location of these assets and to 
prevent their use for Russia’s war on Ukraine. Such 
information can be partially obtained through rigor-
ous analysis of detailed financial account data. When 
information gaps emerge, central banks should ask 
central banks in third countries to explain gaps.21 

3. Restrict channels for financial flows to better 
monitor implementation of energy sanctions. Lim-
iting the channels through which cross-border fi-

20   We acknowledge that the EU has taken an important step by expanding reporting obligations regarding frozen assets in its tenth sanctions package. 
See the EU’s press releaseEuropean Commission, “Questions and Answers: tenth package of restrictive measures against Russia,” Press release (25 
February, 2023): https://ec.europa.eu/commission/presscorner/detail/en/qanda_23_1187 (accessed May 16, 2023).here.

21   See, for example, Brad Setser: https://twitter.com/Brad_Setser/status/1631385567417204736 (accessed May 16, 2023).here.

22   SDN listings are the key tool through with the U.S: Treasury Department’s Office of Foreign Assets Control (OFAC) imposes comprehensive sanctions on 
individuals and companies owned or controlled by, or acting for or on behalf of, countries targeted by US sanctions. Through the listing, their assets are 
blocked, and US persons are generally prohibited from dealing with them. SeeOFAC’s website here. U.S. Department of Treasury, Office of Foreign Assets 
Control, “Specially Designated Nationals And Blocked Persons List (SDN) Human Readable Lists”:  
https://ofac.treasury.gov/specially-designated-nationals-and-blocked-persons-list-sdn-human-readable-lists (accessed May 16, 2023).

23   Another idea that has been put forward is to route all Russian oil sales through escrow accounts as has been done as a part of past sanctions efforts, 
for instance in the Iran case. See, for example, Simon Johnson and Anette Hosoi, “How to implement an EU embargo on Russian oil,” VoxEU/CEPR  
(April 20, 2022): https://cepr.org/voxeu/columns/how-implement-eu-embargo-russian-oil (accessed May 16, 2023).

24   At this time, OFAC requires US parties to report any transactions which seek to evade or violate price cap determinations (seeOffice of Foreign Assets 
Control, “Possible Evasion of the Russian Oil Price Cap,” (April 17, 2023): https://ofac.treasury.gov/recent-actions/20230417 (accessed May 16, 2023)
OFAC alerthere). The recent alert on possible ESPO-related price cap evasion should make it harder for companies under US jurisdictions to claim “good 
faith” and prompt them to seek underlying evidence in addition to attestations from buyers of Russian crude oil and oil products. Under UK regulations 
(UK Government, “GENERAL LICENCE – Oil Price Cap INT/2022/2469656”: https://assets.publishing.service.gov.uk/government/uploads/system/
uploads/attachment_data/file/1134396/2469656_OFSI_OPC_GL_5_Feb.pdf (accessed May 16, 2023), Tier 1 providers are required to report to HM 
Treasury each time they provide covered services with respect to Russian oil trade. 

nancial flows can take place would make monitoring 
easier. Comprehensive restrictions (e.g. SDN listing 
or comparable measures) on additional Russian fi-
nancial institutions as well as cutting off more Rus-
sian banks from SWIFT would reduce the number of 
banks through which energy transactions can be con-
ducted.22 23

4. Strengthen documentation requirements. The fi-
nancial sector plays a key role in conducting Russian 
energy trade. Sanctioning countries can gain infor-
mation on transactions by stepping up reporting re-
quirements for financial institutions on financial 
operations related to fossil fuel trade.

• According to EU and US regulations, financial insti-
tutions are so-called “Tier 2 actors” as far as the 
price cap regime is concerned. Thus, they are only 
required to request, retain, and share documents 
that show oil was purchased at or below the price 
cap “when practicable” – or, alternatively, obtain 
attestations from customers in which they com-
mit to compliance with the price cap. Requirements 
should be strengthened significantly by manda-
ting that financial institutions retain and share full 
documentation just like “Tier 1 actors.” This should 
include a record on the original contracts that 
include the price of the transaction. While this might 
sound like an excessively onerous obligation to 
financial institutions, further restrictions on which 
institutions can engage in transactions with Russia 
would mean only a few banks would have to obtain 
such contracts. It would then be easy for them to 
establish the appropriate routines. 

• To increase overall transparency, financial insti-
tutions should be required to inform enforcement 
agencies of any transactions under the oil price cap 
that they facilitate .24 In addition, they should notify 

https://assets.publishing.service.gov.uk/government/uploads/system/uploads/attachment_data/file/1134396/2469656_OFSI_OPC_GL_5_Feb.pdf
https://assets.publishing.service.gov.uk/government/uploads/system/uploads/attachment_data/file/1134396/2469656_OFSI_OPC_GL_5_Feb.pdf
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such agencies of any suspicious activities that may 
indicate a violation of the price cap regime.25

• Sanctions should be enforced on a strict liability 
basis, including with regard to the financial institu-
tions involved in transactions. Currently, Western 
entities involved in violations are generally not con-
sidered in breach of the price cap as long as they 
acted in “good faith.” This is too lenient a standard 
for effective enforcement.

5. Limit financial access to shipping companies 
without maritime insurance. Should a shipping 
company lose its maritime insurance due to sanc-
tions violations, it can continue to transport Russian 
oil as long as a certain type of insurance is not re-
quired by any parties involved (e.g. ports). This not 
only undermines the effectiveness of the sanctions 
regime but also represents a significant risk for eco-
logical disasters. Supervisors should explore whether 
financial sanctions could be applied to reduce finan-
cial access of oil shipping companies that do not have 
proper maritime insurance.26

6. Targeting third-country financial loopholes is in-
creasingly important. Third-country financial hubs, 
e.g., Hong Kong and the UAE, can be used to circum-
vent sanction coalitions. In the past, the United States 
has used extraterritorial or “secondary” sanctions –  
the threat of imposing penalties on persons and or-
ganizations not subject to the sanctioning country’s 
jurisdiction –to address this challenge.27 However, such 
measures are a very controversial element of the for-
eign policy toolbox. For instance, the European Union 
views extraterritorial sanctions as a violation of inter-

25   As of now, US (Financial Crimes Enforcement Network, “FinCEN Suspicious Activity Report (FinCEN SAR) Electronic Filing Instructions,” (October 2012): 
https://www.fincen.gov/sites/default/files/shared/FinCEN%20SAR%20ElectronicFilingInstructions-%20Stand%20Alone%20doc.pdf (accessed May 
16, 2023)), EU (Directive (EU) 2015/849 of the European Parliament and of the Council of 20 May 2015 on the prevention of the use of the financial 
system for the purposes of money laundering or terrorist financing: https://eur-lex.europa.eu/legal-content/EN/TXT/HTML/?uri=CELEX:02015L0849-
20210630#tocId47 (accessed May 16, 2023)) and UK (National Crime Agency, “Suspicious Activity Reports”: https://www.nationalcrimeagency.gov.
uk/what-we-do/crime-threats/money-laundering-and-illicit-finance/suspicious-activity-reports (accessed May 16, 2023)) law authorizes the filing of 
suspicious activity reports (SAR) by financial institutions as part of their anti-money-laundering and anti-terrorism financing frameworks. Filing of such 
reports can be voluntary or mandatory depending on the jurisdiction and case at hand. 

26   In addition, lack of adequate insurance or use of aging vessels carries substantial environmental risks. 

27   Secondary sanctions were used after the Trump administration’s decision to exit the Iran nuclear deal and in the context of the Nord Stream 2 natural 
gas pipeline.

28   Therefore, it refrains from adopting such measures itself (see Council sanctions guidelineshere, European Commission, “Overview of sanctions and 
related resources”: https://finance.ec.europa.eu/eu-and-world/sanctions-restrictive-measures/overview-sanctions-and-related-resources_en 
(accessed May 16, 2023)), condemns their use by other countries, and has adopted the so-called “Blocking Statute” (see Council Regulation (EC) No 
2271/96 of 22 November 1996 protecting against the effects of the extra-territorial application of legislation adopted by a third country, and actions 
based thereon or resulting therefrom: https://eur-lex.europa.eu/legal-content/EN/TXT/?uri=CELEX%3A31996R2271 (accessed May 16, 2023)Council 
Regulation (EC) 2271/96 here) to protect EU-based entities from them. Regarding the broader issue of European economic sovereignty, also see Elena 
Ribakova and Benjamin Hilgenstock, “Countering economic coercion: How can the European Union succeed?,” Policy Brief, Foundation for European 
Progressive Studies, FEPS, June (June 7, 2022):  
https://feps-europe.eu/wp-content/uploads/2022/06/PB-Countering-economic-coercion6.pdf (accessed May 16, 2023)..

29   The US Department of the Treasury recently indicated that it “will continue to aggressively enforce its sanctions, and individuals and institutions 
operating in permissive jurisdictions risk potentially losing access to G7 markets on account of doing business with sanctioned entities or not 
conducting appropriate due diligence to guard against illicit finance risks.” See the press releasehere.U.S. Department of the Treasury, “Under Secretary 
of the Treasury Brian Nelson’s Visit to the United Arab Emirates,” Press release (February 2, 2023):  
https://home.treasury.gov/news/press-releases/jy1244 (accessed May 16, 2023).

30   Kleptocrats across the globe have been “content to offshore their ill-gotten gains in US, UK, and EU jurisdictions with lax oversight over these types of 
transactions” (seeFrancis Shin and Ben Judah, note 17here).

national law.28 Nonetheless, for financial sanctions to be 
effective it is critical to target financial channels out-
side of the coalition’s immediate jurisdiction. To be less 
intrusive, we propose limiting such an approach to en-
forcement of the price cap regime. Governments should 
explore avenues through which this can be achieved – 
either the strategic and limited use of secondary sanc-
tions or the imposition of restrictions on third-country 
institutions that engage in certain transactions with 
Russian entities.29 Furthermore, G7 countries should 
move to reduce the share of transactions taking place 
through off-shore centers.30

CONCLUSIONS: STRATEGIC 
MEASURES INSTEAD OF 
BROAD RESTRICTIONS

Rather than imposing broader financial restrictions 
that may prove counterproductive due to their high 
administrative and political costs, we propose focus-
ing financial sanctions specifically on the enforce-
ment of the energy sanctions regime and on limiting 
the increase of shadow reserve assets, including 
through offshore centers. 

Cross-border trade flows must find a counterpart in 
international financial flows. The more restrictions 
are imposed on financial transactions, the more over-
all trade will be affected. To keep Russian oil supply on 
the global market, financial sector transactions must 
take place in some form. Our suggestions of financial 
sanctions are targeted specifically at making it more 
difficult for Russia to sell oil above the price cap, not at 
limiting financial exchange in general.

https://eur-lex.europa.eu/legal-content/EN/TXT/HTML/?uri=CELEX:02015L0849-20210630#tocId47
https://eur-lex.europa.eu/legal-content/EN/TXT/HTML/?uri=CELEX:02015L0849-20210630#tocId47
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The threat of restrictions in the financial sphere or 
sanctions in general will motivate Russian actors to 
develop alternatives. In fact, Russian authorities have 
spent considerable effort in recent years, especial-
ly since 2014-15, on establishing domestic systems 
for many types of financial transactions, including 
information exchange, credit card payments, and 
rapid transfers. For example, the CBR has actively 
developed the SPFS (the Russian “SWIFT” payment 
system) since 2014. This helped insulate the econo-
my from the impact of additional sanctions and has 
limited the effect of some of the measures imposed 
since February 2022. Since 2022, further adjustments 
have taken place.31 Additional sanctions may lead to 
further shifts in the international financial architec-
ture. In addition to increased reliance on domes-
tic systems, Russian authorities have also tried to 
strengthen links to China’s CIPS in recent years. This 
has proven to be much more challenging in practice 
than in theory, but the current geopolitical environ-
ment will certainly lead to intensified efforts in this 
direction. 

Both China and Russia are by now fully aware that 
the financial system can be weaponized and there-
fore are both actively investing in alternatives. It is 
up for debate whether the narrowly defined expan-
sion of sanctions as proposed in our note would ac-
celerate the development of alternatives. The focus 
on a narrow set of measures specifically linked to 
the energy price cap has the advantage of actually 
strengthening China’s and emerging economies’ ne-
gotiating power vis-a-vis Russia. As such, the pro-
posed measures are more likely to reduce Russia’s 
profits and limit the ability of financial centers to 
reap extra profits through financial operations out-
side the West’s system. In that sense, they are also 
different from export restrictions and their enforce-
ment in third countries, which would directly under-
mine trade rather than relative market power. On the 
whole, we therefore believe that our proposals are 
an effective and acceptable way of increasing pres-
sure on the financial resources available to the Rus-
sian regime.

31   Since the start of the full-scale invasion, the combined share of U.S. dollar and euro in Russian goods trade has fallen from around 80% to slightly 
below 50% while the ruble’s and yuan’s shares have grown according to the CBR. 
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